DISC ONE
Set One
1. Cummin's Lies
2. Turn and Dub
3. Prowler
4. In The Kitchen
5. Higgins
6. Robot World
7. End of the Road
8. Partyin' Peeps

DISC TWO
Set Two
1. Bridgeless
2. White Man's Moccasins
3. Mantis Ghetts
4. Phil's Farm
5. Running With The Devil
6. Phil's Farm

DISC THREE
1. Dump City
2. FF
3. Bridgeless
4. Nothing Too Fancy

ALL SONGS MIXED & RECORDED LIVE TO TWO TRACK MASTERS BY CHRIS MITCHELL

07.06.12 Weekend At Harmony, Geneva, MN

Brendan Bayliss (guitar, vocals)
Jake Cinninger (guitar, vocals)
Joel Cummins (keys, vocals)
Andy Farag (percussion)
Kris Myers (drums, vocals)
Ryan Stasik (bass, no vocals)

with
Kevin Browning (creative & business development)
Bobby Haight (tour manager)
Vince Twinkl (manager)
Rachel Lowen (merchandising)
Chris Mitchell (front of house engineer)
Bob Stin (monitor engineer)
Robbie Williams (stage manager)
Jefferson Werful (lighting director)
Andrew Queen (guitar tech)

Legal: Scott Shapiro
scott@shapirovasilatos.com